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Welcome to ‘MaxClungs’!
The Great Savannah Cave System

Photo by Nikki Fox
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Sept 20: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s Roadhouse, 1650 Braeburn Dr.
Salem, VA 24153.
Sept 20-22: 2019 Fall MAR, Newville,
PA. Hosted by York Grotto. For info,
see https://yorkgrotto.org/fall-mar-2019/
Sept 29-30: Fall VAR at Friars Hole
Cave Preserve near Lobelia, WV. Hosted by DCG &Baltimore Grotto. On site
registration is $5 higher. See http://
var.caves.org/index.php/events/fall-var
for info.
Oct 7-11: National Cave and Karst
Management Symposium (NCKMS).
Bristol, VA. http://nckms.org/2019symposium
Oct 10-13: TAG Fall Cave-In, Lookout
Mt. GA. Hosted by Dogwood City Grotto. See https://dogwoodcitygrotto.org/
TAG-Fall-Cave-In for registration, info.
Oct 18: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s Roadhouse, 1650 Braeburn Dr.
Salem, VA 24153.

Oct 19: THE Bridge Day, Fayette Co.
WV https://officialbridgeday.com/
Oct 19: Grand Ball Illumination,
Grand Caverns, Grottoes, VA. Cavers
are needed 4p-10p to illuminate the
show cave with candles for the evening
special event. Contact Carol Tiderman
ctider@ymail.com to volunteer.
Oct 18-20: Roanoke Valley GO Fest.
See https://www.roanokegofest.com/
Nov 3: VSS Meeting, Natural Bridge
State Park, VA. 11:30a in downstairs
Visitor Center conference room. Contact David Socky sockydr@cox.net for
more info.
Nov 9: WVCC Banquet, Lewisburg,
WV. Social hour at 6pm, banquet at
7pm. See the flyer at in this issue
Nov 15: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s Roadhouse, 1650 Braeburn Dr.
Salem, VA 24153.

Dec 9: “Caroling in the Caverns”
Grand Caverns, Grottoes, VA. Cavers
are needed 4p-10p to illuminate the
show cave with candles for the Christmas special event. Contact Carol Tiderman ctider@ymail.com to volunteer.
Jan 23-26, 2020: Winter Adventure
Weekend @ Carter Caves State Resort
Park, Olive Hill, KY. For info, see
https://winteradventureweekend.com
Spring 2020: Spring MAR/VAR.
Grand Caverns, Grottoes, VA. Hosted
by Seven Valleys Grotto (PA) and Charlottesville Grotto (VA).
July 27-31, 2020: NSS Convention,
Elkins, WV Registration is open: https://
caves.regfox.com/nss-convention-2020
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BRG Meeting
Notice
The September 20, 2019 meeting of
the Blue Ridge Grotto will be held at:
Jersey Lily's Roadhouse 1650 Braeburn Dr, Salem, VA 24153. Dinner or
appetizers with socializing starts at
6:30pm with the meeting starting soon
after.
PROGRAM - The program will be a
talk and slide show by Nick Socky
about his cave and camp trip into Tears
of the Turtle Cave, MT - the deepest
limestone cave in the USA..

ANNOUNCEMENTS
BRG Meeting Minutes – can be read
on the BRG webpage at:
http://blueridgegrotto.org under the
‘BRG Organization’ button.
NSS
Membership:
Would you like to join or
renew with the NSS?
See this link for details.

Treasure's Report
8/17/2019
Cave Bucks
Conservation
Equipment
General
Total

$ 31.64
$ 110.64
$ 169.65
$3357.49
$3669.42

Renewing your Membership with the NSS
By Mary Sue Socky
Have you paid your NSS dues?
I ask, because the NSS is no longer
sending reminder notices to renew. Automatic renewal is no longer available.
Take a minute, pull out your old NSS
card to see your NSS number and renewal month. If you are past that date,
then You No Longer Exist in the current
NSS Database. You will not be able to
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Grotto Trip
Poor Farm Cave
Pocahontas County, WV
Date & Time: Saturday, September 21,
2019. Meet at the Hanging Rock Orange
Market at 8:30 am.
Leader: Doug Feller
Coordination: Susan Burr 540-989-5809
pondlady97@gmail.com

Description
Overall a dry cave with lots and lots of
walking passage with an occasional
stoop walk thrown in. A very tight
crawl to go through in order to see the
best formations in the cave, so bring
your camera.
There is plenty of breakdown to play
on, holes to poke around in, plus one
or two “Just don’t look down” spots.

Requirements: Easy Horizontal trip.
Basic caving gear.
Limits: 15 cavers

Membership Updates
Sixteen members and guests attended
the August 16, 2019 BRG meeting. We
enjoyed watching Bob Gulden’s slide
show of “The Pink Panther Visits the
NSS” and visits to various TAG caves.
There was also a cave suit & pack
demonstration by Jen Suggs and Nick
Schmalenberger.
Nick Schmalenberger was voted in as
BRG’s newest member. Congratulations Nick!

the best cavers around ~

Cave Softly and Safely
Member Updates
Nick Schmalenberger - NSS # 62709
301 1st Street SW, Apt. 503
Roanoke, VA 24011
530-574-5395 (cell)
nick@schmalenberger.us

BRG currently has 55 members and 4
subscribers for 2019.
Know of a potential caver? Bring them
to a BRG meeting, sponsor them on a
BRG activity, do lots of fun things with

access the NSS “members section” or
renew by email.
To renew with the NSS, please call the
NSS Office at 256-852-1300 to get your
membership straightened out. You will
need to call, because if you missed your
renewal deadline, then you are no longer
in their computer and they will need to
personally update your info, reactivate
your NSS membership and number.
(Remember, the NSS Office is in Central Time.)
If you are a NSS Life Member (RL),
then you don’t have to do anything.

Long Cave Lists
maintained by Bob Gulden
USA Long & Deep, World Long &
Deep, & World Big Rooms
www.caverbob.com/usalong.htm
www.caverbob.com/usadeep.htm
www.caverbob.com/rooms.htm
www.caverbob.com/wlong.htm
www.caverbob.com/wdeep.htm
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By Brian Williams
A little history first:

enlarge some of the tighter squeezes to
allow for gear transport. That mission
was accomplished just three days before
the actual dive by the team of Dave
Socky, Steph Petri and Nick Socky.

Maxwelton Cave has been undergoing a
resurvey for the past 15 years with many
cavers participating in hundreds of survey trips which have yielded an additional 12 + miles of cave beyond the
original 10 known miles when the project began. In less than 3 years, many
additional miles of survey were added
thanks to the efforts of a dedicated team
of cavers and the incredible find by Nikki Fox of a “sporting” little squeeze that
opened into major going cave, which
became known as the Sweetwater River
section of Maxwelton. With the survey
continuing upstream in Sweetwater and
the passage trending toward McClungs,
it was soon realized the 2 cave systems
were most likely connected via the upstream Sweetwater sump.
After over a year of planning, the first
attempt to make the dive was planned
for February 2019, but a recon trip to the
sump found stream conditions extremely
unfavorable to a good outcome. The
water was a chilly 41 oF and the visibility was terrible from flooding. Given the
nature of a downstream siphon we chose
to “bag” the dive that trip. The conditions needed to be optimum considering
we would be exploring from the upstream side which means all the silt
stirred up would follow the diver
through the passage making exploration
and line placement difficult. Sump passages are notoriously silty in down-

The Connection:

Nick Socky passing a heavy dive
pack. Photo by Nikki Fox
stream siphons are the most dangerous
to explore. We did however, resurvey
the dry sections from the sump all the
way back to the Lightner entrance with 4
teams surveying over 3000 feet of passage, which also helped confirm the projected distance between the 2 systems. We needed the conditions to improve before another attempt. The key
was dryer weather so visibility and
temps could improve. We also needed to

Map showing the closeness of the two sumps

Saturday, August 31, 2019, a historic
connection between two major cave systems in West Virginia was realized. A
team of 11 cavers hauled ridiculously
heavy bags of gear down multiple drops
and through the gnarly crawls, with no
more than the average amount of complaints, with the goal of making the connection between the upstream Sweetwater section of Maxwelton Cave and the
downstream siphon in the Freeman Ave
passage of McClungs. The topo overlay
of the surveyed passage from both cave
systems indicated that they were less
than 200 feet apart. If the 22+ miles of
Maxwelton and the 18+ miles of
McClungs could be physically connected, the 2 caves would officially become
one system.
The team included: Chris Coates, Steph
Petri, Dave Socky, Nikki Fox, Nick
Socky, Dave Smallwood, Rob Wardell,
Carl Amundson, Errol Glidden, Zeb Lily
and Brian Williams. Thanks to all the
teams that have surveyed over the years
in both systems that made this exciting
connection possible. And thanks to Nikki Fox who found the famously sporting
(Continued on page 81)

Pack sherpas. Photo by Nikki Fox
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passage that lead to the breakthrough in
Sweetwater.
Success - The connection was made on
this push via a sump dive from the
downstream siphon in McClungs to the
upstream Sweetwater sump in Maxwelton Cave. The 40 mile long system will
be known as “The Great Savannah
Cave System.” The GSCS is 40.678
miles long and has a depth of 588 feet.
Zeb Lily and Brian Williams were the
divers lucky enough to be chosen for this
exploration and each diver had four
heavy (30+ pounds) bags of gear and all
of this had to make it to the sump
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room. Additional bags held photo and
video equipment, ropes, vertical equipment and personal gear for each caver.
Ropes had to be rigged at the drops and
all gear had to be negotiated down each
drop and through each tight spot (insert
favorite expletive here to describe the
agony) Travel time underground to the
sump room was close to 3 hours which
was pretty good considering the
route. The dive was fairly straightforward with a max depth of 16 feet and a
bit of a squeeze at the end of the gravel
upslope. Upon surfacing on the downstream side, Brian located the survey
marker COB3 and doffed his fins to
climb up the hill and tie off the dive

line. Brian reported: “...Having been
gone about 45 minutes, I reentered the
water. I made my way back through the
squeeze and a short 160 feet to the
McClungs side. Zeb was ready to do the
survey while I was ready for the hot
chocolate (Huge thanks to whoever
brought it and made it for me). Zeb got
through and surveyed back as I
packed. Once all the survey was complete, video done and group photo shot,
we packed everything back up and made
it back out in a little under 3 hours where
we had a champagne toast to the new
West Virginia 40 miler!”

Zeb (left) and Brian preparing for the dive.
Photo by Nikki Fox

Brian Williams starting his dive.
Photo by Nikki Fox

Zeb Lilly finishing off the survey.
Photo by Nikki Fox

Group shot. Left to right from top:
Rob Wardell, Zeb Lilly, David Smallwood, Carl
Amundson, Errol Glidden, Chris Coates, Nick Socky,
Nikki Fox, Dave Socky, Brian Williams, Steph Petri.
Photo by Nikki Fox
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Article and Photos by David
Two caves make ONE
Two trips into the Echo River section of
Maxwelton Sink Cave, WV occurred
within one month of each other. One trip
was on August 17, 2019 and the other
was on September 7, 2019. The first trip
was in Maxwelton Sink Cave and the
other was in the Great Savannah Cave
System! Of course, the sump dive that
Brian Williams and Zeb Lilly did in
McClungs Cave, WV on August 31, 2019
connected McClungs to Maxwelton,
making for the 40.6 mile long Great
Savannah Cave System. And after the
second trip into Echo River this past
weekend, the cave is now 41.1 miles
long.

David Smallwood boosting
Chris Coates up into a high
lead on the CPW trip.

Socky

The CPW survey –
August 17, 2019
The last trip into Echo
River for Maxwelton
Sink Cave was on August 17, 2019. All participants for that weekend included David
Socky, Chris Coates,
Nikki Fox, David
Smallwood,
Carl
Amundson, and Joe
Surveying from bank to bank on the CPW trip.
Calderone. As usual
we entered the cave
through the Scott Entrance on Friday
coming out of it, plus it had lots of air. It
evening. But Joe Calderone only made it
turned out to be an overflow route, joinas far as Cove Creek. He wasn’t feeling
ing back up with the main stream a ways
well and decided it was best not to push
up. When we reached the main stream
it on long hard trip. Carl Amundson
again, Nikki declared sketcher burnout.
made it as far as Camp, but decided to
We had done 19 stations, and entered
exit Saturday morning instead doing the
1151’ in the book.
survey because he felt he wasn’t ready
Where we stopped, Echo River had
after a bout with Lyme disease.
turned into a tall 40 to 50 foot canyon at
That left the four of us to survey up20 feet wide, and cutting through dark
stream in Echo River. We got up around
brown, creamy, smooth shale (which
10am, had breakfast and were off for the
really was blue/green when broken). It
survey at 11:30am. It was a long trip to
was really cool! It is still going big!
Echo River, taking us a good 5 hours to
We had a snack, packed up, and headed
get to the start of our starting point, the
back. It took me a little over 6 hours to
end of Death and Glory (DAG) survey.
get back, which is why it was 4am by
Our survey designation for the day was
the time I got to camp. After dinner, we
CPW, for Cow Piss Water - because the
finally crawled into bed a little after
water at camp really smelled (it was de5am, which is why we slept until 11am
termined that the pump had stopped
on Sunday. I took my time getting out,
working and the worms in the bucket
(Continued on page 83)
weren't getting washed
out. They were decomposing instead. We did
boil and treat our water
and no one got sick, so
it must have been ok –
it just smelled.
Anyway, Echo River
continued big with no
end in sight. At one
point, we decided to
survey up a large side
lead since it was dry
and had a small stream

Were we stopped the CPW survey
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taking 5 hours, exiting to a very nice day
at 6pm.
The DFR Survey – September 7, 2019
This was the first survey into the Great
Savannah Cave System (if you don’t
count the upstream 100 foot survey
Nick, Steph, and I did after the dive at
the sump). As a matter of fact, the first
team for this trip designated their survey
in Echo River as FSS, for ‘First Savannah Survey’).
For this trip, we had seven cavers: David
Socky, Nick Socky, Nikki Fox, Carl
Amundson, Chris Coates, Keely Owens,
and Corey Hackley. We started in Friday
evening, arriving at the Retreat camp at
various times during the evening.
The next morning, we started towards
Echo River at 10:30am, splitting up into
two teams. Nick Socky, Chris Coates,
and I went first, followed a little later by
Nikki Fox, Carl Amundson, Corey
Hackley, and Keely Owens. Again, it
was a long trip to the start of our survey,
but the ‘Soul Sucking Mud’ in sections
of Echo River was not as bad this time
as it had been on previous trips. We attributed this to the low water conditions.
In due time, we arrived at the end of
Dead Men Walking survey at 2:30pm.
Since we had two teams, and everyone
wanted to push Echo River, we had decided to do a leap frog survey. Our team
went past the end of the DMW survey
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by what we
thought
was
about a 1000
feet where we
started our DFR
(Don’t Fear the
Reaper) survey
(Does
there
seem to be a
thread to the
survey names in
this
passage?
Death and Glory, Dead Men
The best place for a survey station?.
Walking, Don’t
Fear the Reaper…). The thousand feet we had just
We finished the survey, putting a PUD
traversed was dry, but as soon as we
shot into the sump, and ended the day
started our DFR survey, we were in
with 1824 feet. Our total for the day was
thigh deep water. I kept asking Chris to
2644 feet, putting the Great Savannah
put stations on dry banks, but the best
Cave System over 41 miles!
spots always turned out to be in the waAnd again, another five hours to get
ter. Lots of polypro and hand warmers
back to camp, where we all arrived
taped to the chest plus a balaclava really
around 2am. This time we really slept in,
helped to ward off the chill.
getting up close to noon (Chris had to
After we had surveyed 17 or so stations
leave early, so he headed out around
of nice trunk stream passage, the other
9am). We all exited the cave in separate
team caught up with us. They had tied in
parties, but everyone was finally out by
to our survey, netting 820 feet (well, we
early evening. We may have reached an
weren’t too far off on our estimate ).
upstream sump, but there are tons of
While we continued our survey, the othlarge high leads, some easy to get to and
er team poked ahead and unfortunately
some requiring bolting gear. One of the
found a terminal sump only around the
leads was checked for several hundred
next corner. Damn. We checked it pretty
feet and goes both upstream and downthoroughly, but didn’t find any way to
stream as a large bore passage. We are
continue. OK, Brian and Zeb, are you
not done yet!
ready to haul diving gear 10 hours from
the Scott entrance? There are only 6
vertical sections, a few belly crawls, and
some really muddy stream passage.

Some of our stations were dry

The terminal sump on the DFR survey
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Article Nick
In California I first went caving in the
Marble Mountains for June 30 - July 6,
2019 and went in Trail Junction Cave,
Snail Home Cave, Bigfoot Cave, and
several other caves I can’t remember
right now. The caves were cold and
mostly with streams running in them so
it made me think of the lyric in The
Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald "...In
the rooms of her ice-water mansion”.
The second week of July, I went rafting
on the Rogue River in Oregon with
some cavers and other people, then
spent the last 2 weeks of July working at
my company’s office and visiting my
family in California. July 27 and 28
were Avalanche Cave and Kloppenberg Cave in the northern Sierras of
California. then I started the drive back
by way of Carlsbad, NM.
Near Needles, CA, it was getting hot
already around 8 in the morning but I
got to see the interesting patterns raked
into the rocks on the ground by the Mojave Indians called the Topock Maze. I
also noticed on the topographic map I
was next to “Bat Cave Wash”, so I
scrambled over there and found a rock
shelter around where a cave (Y symbol)
is marked on the topo, so I assume that
was the cave. It was also quite close to a
big PG&E natural gas facility and I read
a report on the bats from PG&E "Bat
Surveys of the Topock Compressor Station Soil Investigation and Groundwater
Remediation Project Areas”. Click here
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for the website.
The trip to Christmas Tree
Cave, NM on August 1 with
Sonia Meyer (a Virginian!)
was in Carlsbad Caverns
National Park, New Mexico. Two other members of
the Carlsbad Grotto, Michael
Moffitt and Melanie Ruegg,
were also on the trip and it
was their first time vertical
caving so it was fun talking
about that. It was pretty hot
out and the cave was sort of
hard to find, we didn’t have
a GPS point, but the park’s
description of the cave had a
nice drawing of where it was
on the slope above the wash, and there
were lots of cairns so we eventually
found it. The formations were very
beautiful, including the “Christmas
Tree” which was a stalagmite shaped
like its name. We also had a plan to go
to Wen Cave, NM but it was 4pm by the
time we had to decide so we went to
swim in the Black River instead which
was very refreshing. The channel got
fairly deep right at the bank, there was a
swimming pool ladder there and a nice
rope swing. I also had some beers to
share that were sort of warm but nice,
and a cantaloupe we shared, before going to eat pizza and drink cider in town
where we also met Michael’s fiancée.

August 2 was Sonia’s last day working
at Carlsbad Caverns NP and
she gave a nice talk in the afternoon about her project monitoring the CO2 levels in the
tourist cave related to the number of visitors and previous
studies from the 1970s and
more recently but with lost
data. In the 1970s the CO2
levels were around 400ppm
which is normal for outside
atmosphere but now are
around 1500ppm. If they get
up to 4000ppm they will be
dangerous to people and also
inhibit formation growth. I
The Topock Maze with the Colorado River
caught up with work in the
and Arizona in the background

Bat Cave rock shelter,
with my helmet for scale
morning and then went on the tourist
route in Carlsbad Caverns; it was just
really amazing how big it was with giant
formations everywhere. It felt like Luray
Caverns but much bigger for the same
number of people. I took the elevator
both ways to see the tourist part of
Carlsbad, so then I had a few hours before Sonia’s talk and I became a Carlsbad Junior Ranger by doing a crossword
puzzle and answering questions about
the cave. After Sonia’s talk I watched
the bat flight, said goodbye to Sonia and
drove a ways into Texas before finding a
nice place off the highway next to an oil
well to sleep in my car for the night.
Separately from all that, Sonia was also
organizing a group of California people
to visit caves in West Virginia and Virginia this week, so I joined them for
some of those. First was Windy Mouth
Cave, WV on August 10, but we got lost
and ended up just swimming in the river.
In Scott Hollow Cave, WV on August
11 we met another group from the VPI
Cave Club in the cave, including Jason
Delafield and Eric Steinberg. Eric also
joined the trip to Pig Hole, VA on August 15, then food afterwards at El Rodeo in Blacksburg. I had to work the rest
of the days this week, but the others
went to Maxwelton Cave, WV, New
River Cave Preserve, VA, Link Cave,
VA Tawney’s Cave, VA, Smokehole,
VA, Clover Hollow Cave, VA.
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7/20: Cave Hollow Arbogast, WV.
David Socky, Dave West, Karen Willmes.
We hiked to the Ribcage entrance. The
entrance is small, but drops down almost
immediately to a moderate sized room.
There are several climb downs until you
get to the main stream passage. We got to
station RCR4 when we ran into the Tight
Spot. Neither Dave West or I could fit
through, so that was it for our day. We
finished up what little we could survey (44
feet) and headed out. It was a short trip.
7/23: Lowmoor Cave, VA. Participants
included Dave Socky, Dave Collings, and
Ed Saugstad. We went back through Charlie’s Dig to see if we could follow the air.
See trip report in the Aug 2019 Carbide
Dump.
7/30: Unnamed Cave, VA. Participants
included David Socky, Bob Alderson,
Mark Minton, and Yvonne Droms. This
was a survey trip into Katelyn’s Attic. See
trip report in the Aug 2019 Carbide
Dump.
8/3: Cave Hollow Arbogast, WV. Participants included Dave Socky, Bob Alderson, Chris Coates, Bill Koerschner,
Dave West, and Karen Willmes. We finished off the Easter Stream Passage and
started the side lead toward the Subway.
See trip report in the Aug 2019 Carbide
Dump.
8/3: Porter’s Cave, VA. Report by Susan Burr. Participants included Susan
Burr, Doug Feller, Trish Geiger, Jennifer
Suggs, Dustin Womack (Susan’s son-inlaw), Braven (Susan’s 6 year old grandson), Brian Brindle Jr. (Dustin's), Karla
Teeter (Susan’s co-worker), Taylor Thorp
(Karla's boyfriend who used to help lead
the park & rec cave trips). We went to
Porter's Cave. I was prepared with tools
just in case, to dig out the entrance. Apparently that was a good idea. Doug had to
dig out a little along the bottom part. Problem was the key we had would not open
the lock. The lock appeared new & we had
told the owner they needed a new lock. I
went down to the car to call the owner &
see if the lock had been changed & asked
if I had the correct key. She said that the
lock had been changed, but she couldn't
remember the grotto that did it. She said
she thought that was the correct key, but
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she ended up checking & found 2 keys together in a drawer. I took off back to her
house to pick up another key. Meanwhile
while I was gone, the guys were trying to
remove the gate from the pipe because it was
loose. That was a no go BTW! I got back
with a shiny new key only to find out it didn’t work either. We had to abort that cave
and headed to Crossroads Cave, VA since it
was close by. I couldn't tell my grandson that
we weren't going caving after all! I am not
terribly fond of Crossroads, especially with
kids. We only managed to do the entrance
area. Probably in the cave only 1-1/2 - 2
hours total. Doug, Dustin, Brian & I were
very attentive to watching & helping Braven
out. I also made sure at the more difficult
places to stop & make sure everyone got
through ok. Trish was great at helping out &
bringing up the rear. From what I heard everyone had a good time even though it wasn't
the trip I had planned. We are still working
on finding out if there is a key out there that
will open the gate or we may go back &
replace the lock ourselves & make sure the
owner has a key that works!
July & August: CA, NM, VA, WV caves
by Nick Schmalenberger in July and August
(see Nick’s article on page 84 for details):
In California: Trail Junction Cave,
Snail Home Cave, Bigfoot Cave, and
several other caves. Avalanche Cave &
Kloppenberg Cave in the northern Sierras of California.
Bat Cave Wash, by Needles, CA.
New Mexico: Christmas Tree Cave,
Carlsbad Caverns.
The Virginias: Windy Mouth Cave,
WV, Scott Hollow Cave, WV, and Pig
Hole, VA.
8/4: Tawney’s Cave, VA. Jeff & Hillary
Huffman and Jason went to the viewing of
“The Descent” hosted by VPI Grotto in the
cave. The movie was projected on the cave
wall which made it hard to see; next time
they will bring a screen. About 20 people
were there.
8/10: Uvala Sink Dig, WV. Participants
included David Socky, Carroll Bassett, David Smallwood, Nikki Fox, Steve Zeitler,
Aaron Claire, Rob Wardell, Ed Saugstad,
and Chris Coates. This is the dig that might
connect into the end of Covert Creek way

above the Retreat Camp in Maxwelton.
Cave, WV. We dug big rocks out and
cleared debris until we had a hole going
down about 8 feet. Nikki was finally able
to crawl under a ceiling height change and
get in through a tight crawl about 20 to 30
feet. She was stopped by a narrow, too
low crawl she couldn't fit into. But it kept
going with a little bit of air. It will require
quite a bit more digging to continue on.
There will be more trips.
8/17: Maxwelton Cave, WV. Participants included David Socky, Chris Coates,
Nikki Fox, David Smallwood, Carl
Amundson, and Joe Calderone. We entered the cave Friday evening about 7pm
with Nikki, Carl, and I. It took us 4 hours
to get to camp with no issues, arriving at
11pm. Chris Coates and David Smallwood
showed up late, about 1am. Joe Calderone
had started in before Chris, but had turned
around at Cove Creek because he was
feeling ill. And Carl was still feeling the
effects of his Lyme disease treatment, so
he decided he would head out in the morning, not feeling up for an Echo River trip.
It wasn't until 3am that lights finally went
out.
We got up around 10am headed for our
survey at 11:30am. It was a long trip to
Echo River, about 5 hours to get to the
start of our survey, the end of DAG survey. Our survey for the day was CPW, for
Cow Piss Water - because the water at
camp really smelled. Anyway, Echo River
continued big with no end in sight. At one
point, we decided to survey up a large side
lead since it was dry and had a small
stream coming out of it, plus it had lots of
air. It turned out to be an overflow route,
joining back up with the main stream a
ways up. We had done 19 stations, but put
1151 feet in the book. Echo River turned
into a tall 40 to 50 foot canyon at 20 feet
wide, and cutting through dark creamy
smooth shale. It was really cool! It is still
going big! It took us a little over 6 hours
to get back to camp. After dinner, we
crawled into bed a little after 5am.
We slept until 11am. We headed out at
1pm and I finally got out at 6pm – a nice
slow 5 hours. What a trip!
(Continued on page 86)
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(Quick Trips continued from page 85)
8/26: Serpent Cave, VA. Participants included David Socky, Dave Collings, Mark
Minton, Yvonne Droms, and Kevin Moyers
(owner). This was primarily a science trip, to
help a professor doing climate studies in
various areas of the east. We also took lots of
photos and did a good sized loop touring the
cave. We checked for leads throughout and
found several good possibilities, including
stuff that definitely needs to be surveyed. The
owner came with us and it was a good trip.
8/28: McClungs Cave, WV. Participants
included David Socky, Nick Socky, and
Stephanie Petri. We went into McClungs
Lightner entrance to check the downstream

sump to see conditions for the planned dive
on Saturday (Aug 31, 2019). We also used
the opportunity to enlarge the tight spots just
prior to the sump. Once through, we went the
additional 150 feet to the actual sump. The
water levels were really low, the water was a
warm 55 F, and the visibility was good. We
all agreed that the dive was a go.
We used a sledge, pry bar, and masons hammer on the shale rocks to open up the tight
spots in the crawl before the sump. We had
the tight spots opened up in about an hour.
No more squeezing required, although it is
still a flat out belly crawl.

closed, and have been asked to return in that
capacity.

By Jim

McConkey

Silers Cave is a wonderful 8400+ foot maze
cave west of Martinsburg, WV, in the West
Virginia Panhandle. Easy enough for beginners, but fun enough for experienced cavers,
and the largest accessible cave in the Panhandle, Silers was long a favorite destination.
Due to the death of the long-time owner, sale
of the property by his family, and purchase
by new owners who didn't want the hassle,
the cave has been closed and physically
sealed for the past 10 years. Those owners
recently had to move, and the cave is now in
the hands of new owners who are committed
to keeping the cave open for cavers. They
have partnered with MAKC (www.karst.org)
to make Silers the latest MAKC Preserve. I
managed the cave for many years before it

Thanks again to all the great volunteers who
helped unseal Silers Cave back in April!
After endless delays obtaining new locks and
fixing some security issues, the cave is finally open for business. If any of you are going
to the MAR, September 20-22, at the
Newville Lions Club Fairgrounds near Shippensburg, PA (https://yorkgrotto.org/fall-mar
-2019/), there will be trips to Silers all weekend.
The access restrictions are similar to before:
2 trip per month limit, first come, first
served, maximum of 15 participants per trip,
and absolutely no cave-for-pay groups.
Scout, youth, and other non-caver groups are
welcome with adequate caver leadership. The
full management plan can be found here:
https://www.karst.org/index.php/2019/05/24/
silers-cave-management-plan/
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8/31: McClungs Cave, WV. Participants
included David Socky, Nick Socky, Brian
Williams, Zeb Lilly, Chris Coates, Errol
Glidden, David Smallwood, Nikki Fox, Rob
Wardell, Carl Amundson, and Steph Petri.
The dive trip was successful! McClungs and
Maxwelton Sink Cave are now one, known
now as The Great Savannah Cave System.
See article in this issue on p. 80 for details.
9/7: Maxwelton Cave, WV. Participants
included David Socky, Nick Socky, Nikki
Fox, Carl Amundson, Chris Coates, Keely
Owens, and Corey Hackley. This was another camp trip to the Sweetwater area. See the
article in this issue on p. 82 for details.

The Silers Cave homepage https://
www.karst.org/index.php/category/preserves/
silers-cave-preserve/ has the current schedule
of reserved times as well as a Trip Request
Form. The Trip Request form is only required for non-caver parties. Recognized
cavers need only e-mail me at the cave's email: SilersCave@karst.org with your preferred date(s) and contact information. In
order to facilitate the exchange of keys,
please try to give me at least 2 weeks notice.
Since the cave has been closed for so long, I
expect a rush of requests in the beginning.
Please bear with us, the load will even out
quickly!
Finally, the new owners have requested a
new map of the cave, which was last mapped
in the 1980s. A survey has been organized
and has already started, but new members are
welcome and encouraged to join in. Experience preferred, but we are willing to train
new surveyors. This project is close to home
and an easy day trip for many. It would be a
great first or 39th survey. If you are interested in helping, please complete the following
form:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Y3Z8TJL
Welcome back to an old favorite!
Jim McConkey
Silers Cave Manager
SilersCave@karst.org

This is one of the climbs and crawls into the Baltimore Dome Complex in Crookshank of the Friars
Hole System., WV. Multiple little domes with
crawls at the top to the next little dome. At the top
you can look out and see Crookshank pit. We
found this section back in 1975. - Bob Gulden

Lynn Ott found an article "Virginia Tech researchers receive $2.9 million grant with China to study infectious
diseases", where scientists are working together to understand the long-term host and pathogen dynamics of whitenose syndrome in bats. Their research will hopefully provide implications for other diseases as well. Click here for
full article.
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West Virginia Cave Conservancy

Annual Banquet
Saturday, November 9, 2019
Quality Inn Motel, Lewisburg, West Virginia
Happy Hour (cash bar) starts at 5:00 PM. Dinner is at 7:00 PM
Banquet Speaker: Dr. Dan Doctor, a Geologist with the U.S. Geological Survey in Reston, Virginia, will do a presentation
titled “How old is the Appalachian karst?” "How old is the cave?" is a question one often hears while underground. The answer is usually not simple, nor easily determined. While an upper bound is determined by the age of the bedrock and a lower
bound by the age of the oldest deposits within the cave, the actual age of a cave is somewhere in between, and is determined by
the processes that control the overall evolution of the karst landscape that hosts the cave. In the Appalachians, these processes
span tens of millions of years. This presentation will provide an overview of currently available geological and paleontological
evidence for the age of the Appalachian landscape, supplemented by some arm-waving about how it got that way.
Silent Auction: There will be the traditional Silent Auction at the banquet. Donations are welcome, or bring money to bid on the
many treasures.
Menu: Chicken Breast Marsala, Prime Rib at a carving station, and Vegetable Lasagna. Vegetables will be Roasted Red Potatoes, Vegetable Medley and Garlic Mashed Potatoes. Choice of two salads, Garden and Pasta. For dessert: Cheesecake and
Chocolate Mousse. Beverages will be coffee, ice tea, and water.
Directions: Take I-64 to Exit 169 (US 219 and Lewisburg). Head south toward Lewisburg and turn left at the first traffic light
at Shoney’s. The Quality Inn is on the right after one block.

Yes, I will attend the West Virginia Cave Conservancy’s Annual Banquet:
Name(s)
Address
City ___________________________________________________________ State _____________

ZIP _________

Email _________________________________________________________ Phone _________________________

Number of meals @ $37 per person

Total Amount Enclosed



Reservations must be received by Tuesday, November 6. Reservations are required so we know how much food to order.
There will be no ‘at the door’ meal tickets available.



Tickets can be purchased using a credit card or PayPal account as well as by sending a check. To use a credit card or PayPal
go to WVCC.net/purchase-options. Make checks payable to WVCC and mail to: WVCC Banquet, c/o Bob Hoke, 6304
Kaybro St., Laurel, MD 20707.



There will be a cash bar from 57 PM. After the bar closes guests may (discreetly) bring adult beverages to consume
with dinner.

